Real-time Closed Captioning
Using Speech Recognition

YouCaption™
Software Captions as You Speak

• PowerPoint®
• Classrooms
• Sporting Events
• Broadcast TV
• Online Meetings
• Religious Services

Send captions to mobile devices
No stenographer or encoder hardware required

1-800-977-6678  www.cpcweb.com  info@cpcweb.com
Captions from Speech - Instantly!
YouCaption’s advanced speech recognition provides accurate results with minimal lag. Simply spend a few minutes training the software to your voice. Then speak naturally, and your speech instantly appears as captions.

Live Presentations for Classrooms & Events
YouCaption displays live closed captions on your computer screen or projector, just like closed captions on TV. The captions work with presentation software such as PowerPoint, and can be moved around the screen.

Webinars & Online Meetings
If you use a screen sharing system such as Adobe Connect®, WebEx®, GoToMeeting®, TeamViewer®, etc., you can add closed captions as part of your shared screen. Now your webinars and online meetings can be ADA and Section 508 compliant.
Web Sites & Mobile Devices
The captions can be directed to a live web page which can be viewed on virtually all web browsers, including smart phones and tablets with no special plug-ins needed. Ideal for reaching a mobile or remote audience.

Live TV Broadcast
YouCaption interfaces with CPC's award winning CaptionMaker® software to control a hardware closed caption encoder, providing quality closed captioning without recurring stenographer costs.

Post Production
YouCaption outputs a timed transcript you can import into CPC's CaptionMaker® or MacCaption™ closed captioning software for post-production captioning. You can also provide a plain text transcript for indexing and archiving.
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From CPC - An Award Winning Company

Since 1986, when CPC shipped the world's first simultaneous closed captioning/teleprompting software, through 2005, when CPC patented the world's only software closed caption encoder, and continuing today, with YouCaption speech recognition based real-time closed captioning software, CPC is the world's closed captioning leader.
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